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Objective 
To obtain a position as Software Developer in a highly reputed organization. 

Summary 
 

 More than  one  year of experience in developing applications using C# and ASP.Net  

 Proficient in Web Services, SOAP, XML, XSL, CSS, HTML, AJAX and JavaScript 

 Worked extensively with Data Adapter, Dataset, Data reader as a part of ADO.NET and LINQ 

 Used N-tier architecture for presentation, Business and Data Access Layers  

 Developed and consumed WCF  services in ASP.net application 

 Extensive experience in SQL Server Database design, MySQL, Database maintenance, developing T-SQL queries, 

stored procedures, and triggers using SQL Server 2008 

 Worked with Object oriented databases like Db4o 

 In-depth knowledge of cutting edge Technology  Cloud computing  ,Window Azure, Android OS and IPTV   

 CCNA certified from Mid Sweden University 

Skills 

 Asp.Net ,C#, IIS, XML, XSLT, CSS, HTML, JavaScript, AJAX, SQL Server ,Db4o 

Education 

 
MS  Computer Engineering                2011 
Mid Sweden University  Sweden 

Master of Computer Science             2007 
International Islamic University, Islamabad, Pakistan 

Experience 

 
Master Thesis : Real-Time Remote Sensor Monitoring for the ServaNet infrastructure 

Environment:  Db40, MySQL,WCF, Asp.Net with C# ,JavaScript. 

A web based monitoring system has been developed that monitors critical environmental conditions such as the temperature 
and humidity of the ServaNet network locations. The system reads the sensor values of different sensors located at multiple 
locations through a window communication foundation service and aggregates their values in a central database. If some 
threshold value is reached or a critical status is detected then the system will notify the user by means of a warning message 
thus enabling appropriate action to be taken. The user can also query the real-time or historical values for the sensors with 
regards to each remote location on a web browser.  
 
Dot Net developer Interne                          December 2010 – March 2011 
Barpal.se  , Arokan Science Park Sundsvall, Sweden 

Worked as a team member of Barpal. Barpal is a Swedish project which integrates all the events of different bars which are 
located at multiple cities in Sweden into a single portal to build a unified experience. Worked on user interface with AJAX and 
developed cascading style sheet uniformly throughout the application. Designed and reviewed the database, wrote store 
procedure for Mobile APPs. 
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Junior Dot Net developer                                      Jan 2007 – Aug 2008 
Insignature (Pvt) Ltd  , G-11/1 Islamabad 

Developed Online salary system for the ZTE employees where each employee can login to their account and can view their 
salary status. The application has been developed in three tier architecture. Worked extensively with Master Pages, Grid 
view, Repeater controls and Data List Controls. Created stored procedures and views using SQL Server 2005. 

  

COURSE PROJECTS 

 
SCTP Java APIs Implementation    
Environment: Java, SCTP Kernel, Linux, Net Beans 6.5  

The “SCTP Java APIs implantation” is a research oriented project  in which the Java APIs for SCTP were implemented in order 
to test the performance of this new transport layer  protocol  
 
Order Management System                                                
Environment: Java ,BPEL,XML 

It is the practical implementation of Service oriented architecture course .It is an Ecommerce type application, in this 
application three web services each with a different task has been created in Java. All these web services are then 
orchestrated into a single service using Business Process execution language (BPEL) to perform collectively a single task 
regarding order management system 
 
Online Shop                 
Environment,: Asp.Net ,C#, JavaScript ,Visual Studio 2008,ADO.NET,SQL Server 2008 

Designed and developed an ecommerce application where the users can buy different electronic devices online. Amazon web 
services have been consumed in this application.   
 

REFERENCES 

 
Available on request 
 
 

   
 


